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Only a few minutes were left before the nine o'clock bell was going to ring. Sitting 
at my school desk I feverishly attempted to finish a homework assignment that I forgot 
to do during the weekend. The what-will-happen-if-I-turn-in-unfinished-homework 
gremlin was ratcheting up the adrenaline and making my palms sweat. My usual grade-
A quality handwriting was looking like chicken scratches. Other than that, it was just 
another typical Monday morning at Franklin Elementary. 

The bell finally added its commanding clang to the classroom din as I finished the 
homework. With a sigh of relief I shook my cramped writing hand like it was a bunch of 
rubber bands. I solved the problem of sweaty palms by rubbing them on my pants and 
then blowing on the skin to finish drying them. A moment later Mr. Stanley entered the 
classroom.  

I really liked and respected my sixth grade teacher, Mr. Stanley. Not wanting to see 
him disappointed in me was my major motivation to have the homework ready. That 
being said, not wanting to be embarrassed from telling my parents that I got a lower 
grade than usual also had a good deal to do with it. Though I never heard him raise his 
voice to any student, when any of us failed to meet his expectations he did not hesitate 
in expressing his disappointment. Yet encouragement from him for us to do better often 
accompanied our foibles and helped us learn from our failures. He was always ready 
with a compliment whenever we made an achievement. I believed he honestly cared 
about our success.  

During his entrance that morning several of the students continued to chat, and 
some of them were not yet seated – an occasional behavior which Mr. Stanley would 
easily remedy with a pleasant, yet firm, "Good morning..." or "The bell has rung..." or a 
"It's time for everyone to be seated..." However, unbeknownst to me and the other 
students, plans had already been set in motion to make that particular Monday start in a 
way that I never would have imagined. He stood near the door for a moment and just 
looked at the students who were talking or not at their desks. Then, walking to the front 
and center of the class, he decreed, "Students, Attention!" 

Most of the kids stopped talking and made their way back to their desks. However, 
a few at the back of the room continued to yak, remaining oblivious to his command. He 
turned and walked over to his desk, opened one of the drawers, pulled out the whistle 
he used for gym and blew it..... loudly! When the piercing flitter stopped, silence flooded 
the room. You could have heard a chewed-off pencil eraser hit the floor. Yanked back to 
reality, the yakkers froze where they stood and gaped in his direction, as did we all. 

"ATTENTION!" he barked with the startle of a thunderclap. The gaping jaws closed 
and the kids slunk to their desks. Gazing over us, he repeated himself with a drill 
sergeant's over-enunciation, "Class, Uh-TENNN-SHUN!!!" 

I was at a total loss about what was happening. We were all in our seats. We were 
all quiet. Why did he keep saying that and with such force? 

"Class, when you are given the command of 'ATTENTION', you are to stand at the 
side of your desks, look straight ahead with your hands at your sides and remain silent. 
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Now again. Uh-TENNN-SHUN!!!!" 

Haphazardly we got out of our seats and stood by our desks feeling awkward and 
self-conscious. Despite the rule of silence so recently decreed, it was the perfect recipe 
for the juvenile snickering and whispered comments between students to bubble to the 
surface. Quickly nipping it in the bud, Mr. Stanley blared, "Silence! You will NOT be told 
again. If any of you fail to obey this rule you will be given one demerit for each and 
every offence. The punishment for each demerit is ten push-ups for boys and ten sit-ups 
for girls." 

A chill ran down my spine and I thought, "Push-ups... I hate push-ups. I can't do 
them! Wait...clam down...everything will be okay. I'm a good student. I don't get into 
trouble...I know how to be quiet..." 

I glanced briefly at the other students to see what their reaction was to this new 
turn of events. Mr. Stanley continued, "When I am speaking to you, you will direct your 
attention to me and no one else." Realizing that I wasn't looking at him, I turned my 
head back in his direction. Just my luck, he was looking directly at me! Embarrassment 
and guilt surged through my body like the time I was caught with my hand in my aunt's 
hidden Christmas cookie tin. Spurred by the guilt monster loose in my mind, a jumble of 
thoughts revved into high gear. "Oh no, please don't give me a demerit...was I the only 
one who wasn't looking at him...why is he doing this...what did we do to make him so 
stern?" Then in a brilliant, but oh-so-brief, moment of rationalization, I thought, "Why 
should I feel guilty if what I did happened before I was told that it was against the 
rules?!!" 

Addressing the entire class, Mr. Stanley continued, "When you are called to 
attention you will stand straight with shoulders back and hands at your sides. You will 
look directly forward. You will not slouch. You will not shift your weight to one side or 
the other. Failure to stand correctly at attention will cost you one demerit for each 
offence." As he spoke, he went to the chalkboard and drew a line about eighteen inches 
in from the edge, from top to bottom. At the top of this newly reserved space he wrote 
'Name - Demerits' and underlined it. It was apparent that punishment would not only be 
physical it would also include public humiliation. 

He placed the chalk back in the tray, turned to face us, and stated, "When you are 
asked if you understand what you are told you will reply with 'Yes, Sir!' Class, do you 
understand what you have been told?" 

"Yes... Sir," we muttered. The unsynchronized 's' sounds reminded me of the time 
my bicycle tire quickly deflated as I rode unawares through a patch of thorny weeds. 

Mr. Stanley took a step forward and re-instructed, "When you are asked to respond 
you will do so with full voice and without hesitation. Do you understand?" 

"Yes, Sir." Our second attempt was a bit more concerted and with less hiss. 

"That is unacceptable!" To set the example he increased the volume and tempo of 
his cadence. "DO-YOU-UN-DER-STAND?"  

"YES, SIR!" we declared in a loud and solid unity. 

"Again!" he commanded. 

"YES, SIR!" 
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"AGAIN!" 

"YES, SIR!!" 

Responding to his commands, by what I thought amounted to shouting, made me 
feel very uncomfortable and silly. How I should speak and how I should stand was 
apparently no longer my choice. It had never been brought to my attention that my 
manner of communicating was in any way disrespectful or unacceptable, at least until 
then, but there I was being compelled to change my ways through threat of force 
instead of encouragement through mutual respect. That force was backed by threat of 
humiliation and punishment. Hairline cracks were beginning to appear in my usually 
well-managed storage container of youthful rebellion. Finding the shouting very 
distasteful it occurred to me that if I only mouthed the words Mr. Stanley would never 
know. The volume from the other kids' voices would cover for me. I just didn't want to 
get caught not vocalizing. 

"Now, we will recite the Pledge of Allegiance," Mr. Stanley commanded. We placed 
our hands over our hearts and began, "I-pledge-allegiance......to-the-flag......" 

"Wait," I thought to myself. "Here's my chance to try my idea." I only moved my 
mouth without making any sound. The rest of the kids continued with their typical 
droning. 

"...ov-thee-yeu-ni-ted-states.........uh-va-mer-I-ca..." In typical fashion, each 
syllable the class spoke was slower than the one before it. "...ann-to-thuh-ree-pub-
lick.........for-wich-it-stanz......" 

My act of non-compliance was heightening my senses, and as I listened, a strange 
awareness came over me. It was as if I had never heard the words to the Pledge of 
Allegiance before; not that they sounded new; they sounded strange, almost like they 
were a different language. The pausing between groups of words was getting longer 
and becoming more intolerable to me. I always hated it when people said the Pledge so 
slowwwly. It was almost enough for me to rejoin them and push the tempo by speaking 
louder than the rest, but I resisted.  

"...wuhn-nay-shun.........un-drr-gawwd.........in-dih-viz-ih-bul......" 

Suddenly a disturbing flash of doubt about my belief in freedom sliced through my 
consciousness. I had always believed that I would be free. Now I was becoming 
confused about that belief and even scared. It dawned on me that the word 'freedom' 
wasn't in the Pledge. "Does 'liberty' mean the same thing as freedom?" I thought to 
myself. " Is freedom something that I only imagine? If it's real, can it really be taken 
from me in the blink of an eye?" 

"...wi-thlib-bur-tee......" 

When I had previously recited the Pledge at school, or at Boy Scout meetings or 
Fourth of July pageants, I always felt that I spoke the words with honest intent. I had 
been taught to believe that God had a hand in the American Revolution; that He inspired 
the creation and signing of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution. Never 
did I feel that I had been forced to recite the Pledge. But on that Twilight Zone Monday 
morning, I was convinced that I...that we...were being forced to say it. While I defied 
that force by making silent lip service, it struck me that maybe on some of those 
previous occasions, when I placed my hand over my heart and said the Pledge of 
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Allegiance, I did so because it was a custom, a ritual that I performed out of habit. It 
was simple enough to draw the conclusion that if I had never joined other people in that 
ritual, I might have been looked at as unpatriotic or, even though it sounds absurd, a 
communist. After all it was 1968 and Russian nukes could be headed our way at any 
moment. Our patriotism and even our existence, it seemed, was being threatened from 
not only another hemisphere but from civil unrest throughout the country. We watched 
it all unfold nearly every night on the news from the only three TV stations we could 
tune in - CBS, ABC, and NBC. 

So, instead of fear of humiliation being the occasional motivation for my patriotic 
habit, now fear of punishment was added to the scale to ensure there was sufficient 
weight to make me comply. To top it all off, Mr. Stanley was the one controlling me by 
exploiting the new inner brew churning inside me – one part fear of humiliation whipped 
together with two parts fear of retribution. I continued reasoning in my mind, " Am I not 
free to choose not to say the pledge? If I am forced to show patriotism am I really 
free?" For the first time in my life, the words to the Pledge of Allegiance were becoming 
meaningless. I was feeling lost and abandoned, even betrayed. 

"...an-juss-tiss............phor-ahwl."  

When the Pledge was finished we started to sit down, but Mr. Stanley interrupted 
our post-pledge habit with a sharp, "Attention!" We quickly corrected our bodies to 
standing positions. "You are never to act on your own without my command," he said. 
The lesson of failure to comply was being seared upon our minds. After a moment of 
making sure he had our focus, he stated, "Be seated." As one of the students slid into 
his seat, his desk made an odd squeak and he snickered. Mr. Stanley turned and looked 
in his direction. "Mr. Baker. That will be one demerit for breaking your silence." He 
walked over to the chalkboard and wrote 'Baker - 1' in the penalty box. "See me after 
school today for your punishment, Mr. Baker. Do you understand me, Mr. Baker?" 

"Yes," said the boy in a quavering, subdued voice. 

Mr. Stanley firmly reiterated, "Mr. Baker, you are to respond with a 'YES, SIR!'" 

"YES, SIR!" the student blurted out trying to overcome his trepidation. Without 
question I could tell by the sound of his voice that he didn't want another demerit. 

Our familiar world of Mr. Stanley's sixth grade class had boiled off into thin air. 
Already one of us had faltered and punishment was imminent. We had no doubt that he 
was serious. This was really happening. 

A short while later the classroom door opened and the principal entered. Mr. 
Stanley announced, "Attention!" to which we complied smartly and quickly. He then 
continued, "When Principal Harlin enters the room, you are to stand at attention and 
address him with, 'Good morning, Principal Harlin' or 'Good afternoon, Principal Harlin'." 

"Good morning, Principal Harlin," we chimed in response. 

Principal Harlin responded with an unemotional, "Good morning, students." He then 
proceeded to write on the chalkboard the words 'Martial Law'. "Can anyone tell me what 
Martial Law is?" he asked. I had never heard of it before, and apparently no one else 
did. When nobody raised their hand, he began expounding on its meaning and purpose; 
basically, that it was used to instill and ensure discipline in people and to command from 
them respect for those in authority over them. We then were told that we had to march 
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single file to and from our three morning classes, to and from gym, and after lunch or 
recesses march from the playgrounds back to our rooms even if we were alone in the 
hallway! We were to stand at attention whenever the principal entered a classroom or 
any time a teacher or member of the school staff addressed us. The list of rules went 
on. In short, Franklin Elementary had declared Martial Law on both the sixth and fifth 
grade classes that day, and I was caught in its dragnet!  

I took Martial Law to mean that the teachers wanted to make my life totally 
miserable for some unexplained reason. I didn't sign up for it, and I firmly believed that 
I didn't deserve to have it forced upon me. So when I got home, I told my parents what 
was happening and how much I didn't like it. They listened to my concerns but assured 
me that it was probably meant to be for the good of the students. Discipline, after all, 
was a good thing. Learning to be respectful to those in authority was important. That no 
adult of any importance in my life seemed to be dismayed in the slightest about my 
plight was not helping my patience. I fully expected my parents to call the principal at 
that very moment, have stern words with him and put an end to stupid Martial Law. But 
since that wasn't going to happen, I consoled myself by thinking, "It won't last forever. 
It can't. Not if I have anything to say about it!" I gave them the impression that I would 
attempt to exercise patience as best as I could. So, except for the occasional yet timid 
and unseen efforts of my rebellion, I pretended to play the game by appearing to be a 
good little soldier. Then, a few mornings later the flame under my inner simmering pot 
of youthful rebellion got turned way up! 

After we finished the Pledge of Allegiance, Mr. Stanley stated, "Students. You will 
now repeat after me, 'I LIKE MARTIAL LAW.'" This time when he spoke he had a smile 
on his face. It was as if he had tasted the most sumptuous pastry and expected us to 
experience the same gastronomical epiphany. 

In lemming like fashion, the students followed his lead and declared without 
hesitation, "I LIKE MARTIAL LAW." Though I still only mouthed the words, that time I 
was angry. I was being forced to say – even though I was pretending – something that 
I firmly did not believe. I did not like Martial Law. Forcing me to say that I liked it was 
completely contrary to everything I had been taught, and had taken to heart, about 
being a free agent in this life. Even though I was a sixth grader I could taste this 
tyranny being served and force-fed down my throat. I was gagging on it. Nothing about 
it was palatable. There was an especially pungent bitterness to it that made me want to 
spit it out.  

This new little developmental rehearsal of parroting the teacher also took place in 
my second period math class. Math was one of my favorite subjects. But that day, 
instead of starting the lesson, the teacher bellowed, "Repeat after me. 'I LIKE MARTIAL 
LAW!'" His smile reeked of arrogance. "Sing children! Sing their new song!" I thought to 
myself. My inner stew was starting to show wisps of steam. It was time for me to 
advance my civil disobedience to the next level by not even moving my mouth. I just 
stood there. The teacher again bellowed, "Repeat after me. 'I LIKE MARTIAL LAW'.... 
Again. 'I LIKE MARTIAL LAW!'" 

Now, because I was a head taller than my other classmates since kindergarten, my 
teachers always had me sit at the back of the class so that I wouldn't block the view of 
students who might have otherwise sat behind me. My positioning in relation and 
distance to the math teacher allowed me the satisfaction, if only known to myself, of not 
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participating in the brainwashing. After all he couldn't really see me that well from the 
front with all the other students standing between us, and he was also short. If he did 
look my way, I would quickly revert back to simply moving my mouth. My courage was 
still in its infancy, and I didn't have a handle yet on controlling my fear of getting a 
demerit for not speaking out loud. 

Though I always showed respect to him, I didn't like the math teacher very much. 
Earlier in the school year I had to get glasses for the first time in my life. Having to sit at 
the back of every class because I was tall made it harder for me to see what the 
teachers wrote on their chalkboards. It was in his class that I first put them on after the 
lesson started. Because many of the other kids often made fun of my height by calling 
me "bean pole" and "jolly green giant", I was self-conscious as it was about being tall, 
so the hope was that no one would notice the jet-black plastic frames on my nose and 
make a big deal about it. Minding my own business and actually enjoying being able to 
read the problems from the board without squinting, the teacher turned away from the 
board to ask a student a question. Noticing me he did a double take and said, "Mr. 
Smithson-Four-Eyes!" Instantly thirty pairs of eyes were staring at me. I felt like I was in 
one of those dreams where you walk into a room full of people and you realize you're 
naked. Not saying 'I like martial law' in his class made my defiance a bit sweeter. 

After math was over, I marched down the hall to my third period English class. Even 
though all the teachers stood outside their classroom doors between periods to monitor 
compliance, I stopped marching when I didn't see a teacher looking my way. By the 
time I got to my third period class, my inner stew was at a near boil. I was becoming 
increasingly convinced that my methods of non-compliance would have no effect 
whatsoever on the status quo. They were simply empty gestures from feigned courage 
going unnoticed by the tyrants. The feelings of achieving defiance during my little 
personal insurrections were but momentary and quickly swept away by the next whim of 
control and power evoked under Martial Law. I realized that I had to do something that 
would really make a difference. I also realized that whatever that something was, I 
would be taken to task over it. 'Would I really have the courage to act?' and 'Would I 
stand my ground?' were the million-dollar questions. 

Third period started true to form as expected. Under the new whim, the English 
teacher commanded us to stand at attention and declare, "I LIKE MARTIAL LAW." At 
that very moment the only thought in my mind was, "I am not doing this any more! It's 
now or never!!!" As the other kids stood up, my body was ready and I thought I felt 
myself rising, but my inner-will won out as a strange numbness set in, and I realized 
that I was still sitting. The litany commenced. As the teacher slowly crossed in front of 
the class to oversee her subjects as they proclaimed their new belief, I could view her 
briefly between the other students like I was looking through a thick forest. But as she 
approached my row by the wall, the forest thinned out and she saw me sitting. 

"Mr. Smithson. Why are you sitting when I gave you the command to stand?" 

I said nothing. I wanted to, but for some reason what I was feeling couldn't be 
translated into words. 

"Mr. Smithson, for failing to respond to my question, you are getting one demerit. 
For failing to stand at attention you are getting one demerit." She took the pencil from 
her hair by her ear, where she often kept it, and wrote something on the note pad she 
had in her hand. I could only assume she wrote "Smithson - 2". 
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"Mr. Smithson. You will stand at attention," she said as she walked down the aisle 
towards me. I remained in my seat and looked straight ahead. My heart was beating 
hard and fast. I was sure everyone around me could hear it because it was no longer in 
my chest. It was in my head pounding against both of my eardrums! My mouth was 
getting dry. My hands were beginning to sweat. The dreaded lump-in-the-throat came 
on with a vengeance. I almost felt tears well up in my eyes, but I somehow held them 
back. 

"Mr. Smithson, that is demerit number three for you." Briefly glancing in her 
direction I noticed that the students in front of her field of vision remained at attention, 
but some of the kids now behind her were looking at me and making gestures with their 
hands and mouthing their soundless pleas trying to get me to stop what I was doing. 
They acted like I was going to get them into trouble because of what I was doing. 

"Mr. Smithson. Stand at attention and repeat after me, 'I Like Martial Law.'" 

"No," I said simply. 

"Class, it seems Mr. Smithson enjoys getting demerits. Mr. Smithson you now have 
one more demerit." She turned and walked back towards the front of the class. 

She continued, "Mr. Smithson. Stand at attention and say, 'I Like Martial Law'." 

"No." 

"That's an additional demerit, Mr. Smithson. Stand at attention and say, 'I Like 
Martial Law.'" 

"No." 

"Another demerit for you, Mr. Smithson." 

The volley of commands and responses went on for a grand total of seventeen 
demerits. Then unexpectedly, Kevin, who sat on the other side of the room, and who 
just happened to be my next-door neighbor, sat down. Because his desk was closer to 
the teacher, she readily noticed him. "Mr. Jasperson, I see you wish to join Mr. Smithson 
in receiving demerits. You now have one demerit. Mr. Jasperson, stand at attention." 

"No," he replied, shaking his head. 

"That makes two demerits for you, Mr. Jasperson. Stand at attention." 

"No." 

"Mr. Jasperson, you will receive a third demerit if you do not stand at attention. 
What is it going to be?" The room was so charged with nervous apprehension that it 
oozed out the door and windows like too much batter in a hot waffle iron. 

Kevin remained seated and said nothing. After a pregnant pause, the teacher just 
made a mark on her notepad and said curtly, "Class, be seated." As she walked back to 
her desk, she looked at me and I looked at her, but only briefly. Nothing more was said 
about the incident during the rest of the period. 

When I got back to my homeroom, Mr. Stanley was given the demerit log by one of 
the students commandeered by the English teacher to be the currier. I could tell as he 
looked over the list, that he was a bit taken by surprise that my name was on it followed 
by seventeen demerits. He looked in my direction and his familiar face of 
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disappointment slightly reappeared. I was a model student up until then. Now that 
record had been shattered. I no longer cared if he was disappointed in me. I certainly 
didn't feel guilt or embarrassment for what I had done. Surprisingly he didn't write my 
name or the number of demerits on the chalkboard. 

"Mr. Smithson," he said, "see me after school today."  

"Yes, sir," I replied casually. Some of the other kids turned to look at me. I just 
acted as if nothing was wrong. On the inside, however, I was trying to psyche myself up 
to tell him later there would be no way that I would do a hundred and seventy push-
ups, let alone even one! 

After school he asked me why I got all those demerits. I explained as best I could 
while trying to hide the emotions welling up inside me. The adrenaline rush was starting 
again just from remembering the incident. He stood there thinking for a moment and 
then said, "Okay, just between you and me, I want you to go home and practice your 
piano for three hours tonight." No push-ups? I was completely taken off guard. My plan 
to have my own personal sixties-sit-in-protest right there in the hallway deflated like my 
mother's bread dough when she let me punch it down after it proofed. 

Mr. Stanley knew that I played the piano because I had performed for several 
school assemblies. Having played since I was four years old, I practiced more 
consistently than I did brushing my teeth. I already had fairly difficult pieces by Chopin, 
Mendelssohn, Beethoven, and other classical composers in my repertoire. No one ever 
had to coax me to practice. I was like a fish in water when it came to playing the piano, 
so punishing me by making me practice for three hours seemed like a joke. But then 
again, something that I loved to do was being converted into a punishment. Though I 
firmly believed that I deserved no punishment, I remained respectful in my demeanor 
and told him that I would do it. 

Martial Law continued to be imposed for the rest of that week, but we were no 
longer asked to declare that we liked it. When the following Monday arrived, I went to 
school expecting Martial Law to still be in force. However, to my surprise and relief we 
were informed that the school had rescinded Martial Law. I couldn't help think that my 
actions had something to do with that decision. 

Later in early spring of that year, I had the opportunity to visit another grade school 
a couple hours drive from Franklin. The sixth grade classes there had a constitution that 
they had written themselves. They had their own class governments with mayors and 
other officers that the students voted into office. 

Returning from the fieldtrip, Mr. Stanley asked me to be in charge of writing a 
constitution for our sixth grade. I ended up pretty much copying the other school's 
constitution. It was well thought out and easy to understand. Besides, it didn't make 
sense to re-invent the wheel if the wheel worked. Our sixth grade class ratified our 
adopted constitution and we held elections. I ran for mayor but didn't get elected. That 
was okay. It was a great learning experience.  

In sharp contrast to Martial Law, the teachers did only the teaching and we, the 
students, did the learning and more importantly the self-ruling. We were sovereigns 
unto ourselves. We had our own mayor. We had a sheriff who had authority to give 
tickets to students who broke the laws that we all had agreed to obey. We also had a 
judge. If a student disagreed with the reason for getting a ticket, they could schedule a 
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court hearing with a small jury of their peers to decide the matter. If they were deemed 
guilty of the offense, they had to perform a task assigned to them by the judge taken 
from a list that the teacher put together. It had items such as straightening the desks 
after class or cleaning the chalkboard. Push-ups were not on the list. 

* * * * * 

In the early to mid 1980s, I read a book by Tupper Saussy entitled, "The Miracle On 
Main Street". Though I don't remember much of the book, I'm fairly certain that one of 
the points it addressed was that "No State shall...make any Thing but gold and silver 
Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts..." (United States Constitution, Article I, Section. 10) 

Living in Utah at the time, I wrote a letter to the State of Utah asking why they 
were disobeying the Constitution by not using gold and silver coin to pay their debts. A 
week later I got a letter from a Utah State Tax Commission bureaucrat asking me why I 
hadn't filed my State tax return. Coincidence? I didn't think so. I had filed my return, 
and when I brought that fact to their attention they apologized for the inconvenience. 
Shortly thereafter, I got a letter from another bureaucrat in some other department. 
Though I no longer have that letter, it basically stated that Congress has the authority 
to make whatever it wants 'legal tender'. Since Federal Reserve Notes are the official 
currency of the United States and therefore legal tender, they can lawfully be used to 
pay public debts such as those of the State of Utah. That language was in total 
contravention to the words in the Constitution and the intent of those who wrote it. 

That episode, though brief, triggered my memory of the acrid taste of tyranny that I 
experienced in the sixth grade. My simple inquiry into why the law of the land was not 
being obeyed gave the lawbreakers a rationale under color of their offices and positions 
to use intimidation or humiliation as a means to force me to back off from challenging 
their unconstitutional position and actions. 

Not knowing how to proceed from there, I let the issue go. The State of Utah 
juggernaut spit me out and chugged on its merry way. Never mind that the mini-tyrants 
at the state level chose to ignore the law by allowing Congress to do whatever it 
wanted, regardless of what was written in the Constitution. So every year after that 
when I filed a tax return, the tyrannical taste would come back. There was something 
about turning my money over to the government every paycheck and then confirming 
once a year that my money was in deed turned over to the government didn't feel right 
to me, just like sixth grade Martial Law didn't feel right.  

In the mid 1990s I started to search for understanding about the income tax. After 
spending thousands of dollars on books and seminar tapes, I felt that I had a better 
understanding of what the 'income' tax was all about. So, based on my limited 
knowledge of the law, I was sure that my permission to withhold was voluntary and 
could be rescinded simply by asking. In early 2004 I asked my boss to stop withholding 
money from my paychecks in a letter of request that quoted Supreme Court decisions 
and the law (as I then interpreted it in a cursory manner). They agreed to at least 
discuss the possibility with a county public assistance tax attorney.  

After meeting with the attorney, they told me that they would not stop withholding. 
They believed the law required them to withhold and the attorney told them that failing 
to withhold would cause confrontation with the IRS who, after all, had guns! They 
presented no law in support of their position, only illogic and fear – the stuff of tyranny. 
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But I had to let the issue rest because I did not know how to proceed from there. To 
keep my job, I let my boss know that it was not my intention to bring trouble to their 
small family business. However, I also told him that I would not give up on my search 
for the answers. 

Putting more fervor than ever into my search, in the summer of 2004 I found 
LostHorizons.com. I ordered and read Pete Hendrickson's book "Cracking the Code: The 
Fascinating Truth About Taxation In America". Pete's unequaled research and 
presentation pulled away the shroud of confusion and ignorance that I had been living 
under. I went to the library at the University of Nevada in Reno where I live. The federal 
government had a publications depository there. I actually took the relevant volumes of 
the United States Code, the Statutes at Large, and Supreme Court cases off the shelves 
and read for myself, for the first time in my life, the relevant revenue laws that Pete 
cited in his research – presented in their proper contexts. I concluded, among many 
things, that: the internal revenue laws are constitutional; 'income' does not mean 'all 
that comes in'; the 'income tax' is an indirect excise tax imposed upon activities (not 
money) that involve the exercise of federal privilege, and that 'income' is merely a 
measure of the gain or profit derived from such activities; that my earnings in the 
private-sector are not a result of engaging in any exercise of federal privilege; there are 
provisions in the law that allow me to reclaim my withheld property – withheld as a 
credit to be applied toward a bona fide tax liability, should one arise from engaging in a 
federal-privileged activity; and perhaps most importantly, my proper and accurate tax 
returns are legal affidavits – testimony which is subject to protection under witness 
tampering and withholding of evidence provisions of law. 

Unlike before, now I knew how to proceed from there! 

With my newfound knowledge and appreciation for the law I filed original returns 
for 2002 and 2003 in September of 2004. Though I hadn't filed the returns on their 
respective Federal Tribute Days (April 15), since I was claiming refunds the law allowed 
me to do so within the three-year limit. Within about a month I got my 2002 refund of 
all federal withholdings from my pay. I made photocopies of the check, inserted them 
into copies of Pete's book (of which I bought a whole case) and gave them to family, 
friends, and my boss as Christmas presents.  

My refund for 2003 did not come, however. Early in 2005 I got an intimidation 
Letter 3176 from the Ogden campus asserting the frivolous issue relating to the 2003 
return. As Pete points out in his book that is one of the tactics used by the IRS to 
frighten knowledgeable refund claim filers into backing down and rescinding their 
testimony. My response to that first government challenge was merely the beginning of 
a life changing journey that is still ongoing; a journey that has exposed me to the hearts 
and minds of the heartless and mindless who get paid by the government to administer 
our federal revenue laws, which activity is a federal privilege and therefore taxable! 

In the latest chapter of the saga, the IRS had made no response to either of my 
2006 or 2007 returns until May of 2008. For those years I did not mail the returns 
Certified/Return Receipt as I had done for 2002-2005. I had a third party mail them for 
me and sign affidavits attesting to those facts. Then in early summer of 2008, the 
Fresno office wrote me asking why I hadn't filed for 2006. I fired off a reply to tell them 
that I had indeed filed and sent them a copy of the third party's affidavit as evidence 
that I did file. I also told them to contact Ogden to get my original back. After all, it was 
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Fresno that sent my return to Ogden so they clearly had knowledge that I did file! They 
are now insisting that I submit a new return based solely on the erroneous and incorrect 
information returns that they have on the record. They have made it clear that further 
punishment and humiliation will follow if I don't comply. The bitter taste of "I like Martial 
Law" is back. 

I am of the firm belief that I was meant to experience these exposures to tyranny 
throughout my life. The oppressive power used by the IRS to quash my testimony, deny 
my rights to due process, and evade the truth in the law is the very essence of tyranny. 
If nothing in the law or from history that I or anyone else can show you will change your 
paradigm, your love of the status quo only emboldens hundreds of thousands of people 
in government whose livelihoods rely on your addiction to ignorance. Your annual (and 
most likely voluntary-under-the-law) tribute continues to feed and sustain their army of 
enforcers who act as if they've been given a letter of marque or reprisal against the very 
people from whom they get their ultimate and narrowly defined authority to act. Your 
misunderstanding of liberty and the law allows the federal 'income' tax to be imposed 
and enforced as if it were de facto a direct tax, when in fact under the law and as 
clarified by numerous Supreme Court decisions, it is an excise or indirect tax upon the 
exercise of federal privileges or benefits, not upon common work or labor which is an 
inalienable right that existed before any law of man. 

Freedom has always been there for us to exercise – freedom in liberty to choose 
how to live our lives, freedom in liberty to pursue happiness and use the property and 
wealth acquired in that pursuit as we deem best, not what tyranny deems best. As long 
as we do not infringe on our neighbors' right to do the same, even thought they live on 
the opposite side of the country or even in a foreign nation, our beloved principles of 
liberty inherently apply to all people who wish and choose to embrace them. I, however, 
allowed my liberty to be usurped through ignorance of the law. Now that I have a more 
perfect knowledge of it doesn't mean that I can quote it chapter and verse. It doesn't 
mean that the tyranny will end overnight. It does mean that I have a new respect for it 
and fully expect people in government to follow the rules of law, because they apply to 
them as well! But should you sit idly by or merely exhibit lip service, complaining about 
your oppression and doing nothing to correct the problem, or rely on incorrect theories 
or misdirection from government people to avoid lawful liability, the time and ability for 
us to seek peaceful remedy and redress for grievance may very soon pass into history. 

I asked my father why he filed tax returns for all the years that he worked. He said, 
"Because I was supposed to." I asked, "Did you ever read the law to determine if the 
tax laws applied to you?" "No," he replied, "I didn't. I just filed because I thought it was 
required of me and everyone else was required to do it, too." 

There is no doubt that the federal internal revenue laws are breathtakingly complex 
and voluminous. When I first walked into the law library at the University of Nevada in 
Reno, I got an eyeful of just how ignorant I was of what was going on behind my back. 
I walked down row after row of eight feet tall bookshelves stuffed with federal law in 
the form of statutes, codes, regulations; hundreds of books containing federal court 
decisions from every federal district, and the Supreme Court; more regulations; treaties 
with other countries; and thousands of publications ad nauseam from every federal 
agency that congress has gestated, familiar and obscure! Most of us in this great land 
have lives to live and families to support. There is very little, if any, time for us to spend 
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sifting through such a mountain of government publications. Yet those 'ruling over' us 
expect us to carry this burden of knowledge and to know it. And if we interact with 
someone working in government who fails or refuses to also carry that burden, those 
'ruling' over us tell us it's doubly our responsibility to make sure that those people in 
government are made aware of the scope and limitations of the power given to them by 
us through the law. Yet how much of a burden are we the people going to continue to 
bear while those enforcing and administering that mountain of words continue to 
misconstrue and misapply them at any cost to secure their job security and the 
government's interest? 

Pete Hendrickson took on that burden. Others have joined him, though those 
numbers are not yet sufficient to effectively reach critical mass to reclaim our liberty 
from this tyranny. Since I also took on that burden, I now have a more perfect 
understanding of the principles of what is or is not required of me under the revenue 
laws. In a way my load is lighter because the burden of ignorance was much heavier to 
bear and resulted in more costly consequences, such as loosing my self worth. The 
burden of knowing the truth is much easier to bear, though considerable resistance to 
tyranny may be required to protect and proclaim that truth. The elephant being 
described by so many blind men over the years is not just the internal revenue code or 
its regulations. It also includes the Statutes at Large and the Congressional Record. It 
includes the Constitution, the Federalist Papers, and the Declaration of Independence. It 
includes the writings of the founding fathers and mothers of our great union, the 
histories of earlier people's, and so much more. This important body of knowledge is not 
being taught by the public schools as it should be; schools which are themselves funded 
and run by people whose livelihoods are dependent on the tyrannical extraction of those 
funds from the rest of us whether the law applies to us or not. They think their wisdom 
is superior to ours in how that money should be allocated and spent. At the same time, 
these non-producers of wealth use their power under color of law to instill fear of 
humiliation and punishment when we reveal our knowledge of the truth and act upon it.  

Tyranny has one basic ingredient to enforce compliance – fear. The tools that 
tyranny uses to instill that fear are unjust force and fraud. I've come to realize that fear 
is a natural response, a realization that something considered very valuable or important 
may be lost or taken away – loss of love, loss of self-sufficiency, loss of comfort or the 
ability to avoid pain, loss of security, loss of freedom, loss of life, the list is endless. If 
you fear losing something, which was obtained through unjust force or fraud, then you 
have no right to sue for that loss even if the law said you could, because the law would 
also be wrong. And if your fear of loss causes unjust force or fraud to be imposed on 
others in order to protect your potential loss, then you are adding to the tyranny and 
liberty becomes diluted. When we lose our liberty little by little, we become numb to 
those small bites. The brief stings and stabs subside. Life goes on and we accept the 
ever-larger servings of tyranny as normal. Ignoring tyranny and failing to protect and 
defend against it for our posterity and ourselves will simply bring us full circle to where 
we were in the late eighteenth century, doomed to repeat history.  

If tyrants have sufficient means and weapons at their disposal they usually just 
waltz in and take over, especially if the people they conquer believe that bearing arms is 
dangerous to themselves or those whom they love. If tyrants don't readily have those 
means they often usurp their power gradually through false permission or authority 
under the color of law. If good and valid laws, that are well understood and upheld by 
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the people, cause them inconvenience in their ego-driven pursuit, they still only have 
two options; use sudden force to take power and subdue their subjects, or patiently 
continue to use fraud to mislead the people into believing something that isn't true. Our 
planet's history is replete with examples of entire civilizations believing that the man or 
woman ruling over them was a god or deity. That fraud was then easily reinforced by 
the imposition of life imprisonment or death on those who would not stand for the lies of 
the tyrants and who then became examples of what might happen to others who may 
dare to also resist. The watch cry of tyranny is 'Feed the Fear!' 

Enticing people with other people's money (extracted through unjust force or fraud) 
in the form of subsidies, benefits, and welfare is one of the subtler ways for government 
tyranny to keep people distracted and satiated while good laws become corrupted or 
simply ignored and the whims of tyrants become law. So even though those in power 
command us to stand, sit, genuflect, get on all fours, or roll over, or whatever, does not 
make it right. The law is still on our side and we do indeed have in-a-lien-able rights to 
exercise. And even if the law was not on our side, it cannot supersede those rights. The 
Declaration of Independence made this very clear. Have you read it lately, or at all? 

I refuse to stand for the status quo and state, "I LIKE THE STATUS QUO!" when in 
fact I do not! I refuse to stand for IRS demands that I repeat after them, "MY 
TESTIMONY IS FRIVOLOUS!" when in fact it is not! Or, "YOU MUST MAKE YOUR 
TESTIMONY AGREE WITH YOUR ACCUSOR'S TESTIMONY." Such tactics, supposedly 
ended by the Declaration and Constitution, are akin to those by which people were 
accused of being heretics or witches. The only choices of recourse offered were to admit 
guilt and pray for forgiveness while being burned at the stake, or plead 'not guilty' and 
pray for justice and mercy while being burned at the stake. 

As I taste tyranny once again, I'm not the first to refuse to stand for it. The rules 
are vastly different and punishment for non-conformity is more profound and life 
changing than demerits. After all, the power to tax is the power to destroy, especially 
when it's administered fraudulently with unjust force. 

It is my challenge to you who read this to decide now – today – that you will not 
stand for the taste of tyranny; that you will rinse your palate clean with the truthful 
knowledge of the law and take action on that knowledge. Read and re-read Pete's book 
– AND THE LAWS THEMSELVES – then act on your knowledge and reclaim your rights. 
Help others of us who need to take our redress for grievance to the courts. Not all of us 
are rich enough to pay the price of justice. It's been said that the price of liberty is 
vigilance. If only a few of us are paying that price with precious few resources at our 
disposal, the economic law of supply and demand will dictate that the precious 
commodity of liberty will dry up because there will be no market demand for it. If that 
comes to be, believe me, the taste of tyranny will saturate everything in this thing we 
call life. Freedom and liberty as we know it will be gone. We will all have to deal with 
everything on the menu tasting so foul. 

* * * * * * * * * * *  

(Author's note: The Martial Law incident at Franklin School was real. In recounting 
my experience, for Mr. Stanley, Kevin Jasperson, and myself, I used our real names. 
However, 'Harlin' and 'Baker' are fictitious names that I used for the principal and the 
demerit student, because I simply don't remember their names. Franklin Elementary 
School is located in Provo, Utah.) 
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